Two-point electrical-fluorescence recording from heart with optical fibers.
Optical recordings from frog myocardium, stained with a voltage-sensitive dye, have been made through a fiber optic system that uses fiber couplers to provide two excitation/detection paths and to separate excitation light from the fluorescence signal. The excitation light, from a green He-Ne laser (543 nm), is focused into a 100 microns-core fiber then is split 1:1 to two other fibers. Each of these two fibers transmits part of the excitation light through a fiber coupler (1:15 transmittance ratio) to the heart preparation which is stained with the voltage-sensitive dye RH237. The returning red fluorescence is split at the same fiber coupler (15:1 transmittance ratio) and is directed to a photomultiplier tube through a longpass filter. With this two-point mapping method, differences in action potential shape and timing have been observed.